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Gender and Electoral
Representation in Ireland
Claire McGing and Timothy J. White

 

Gender and Electoral Representation in Ireland

1 One of the fundamental assumptions of democracy is that citizens are equal, but do

democracies guarantee equality of all citizens, including women? One of the historic

challenges for equality in democracies is that women are less likely to serve as elected

representatives2. Much of the literature has focused on the need for a “critical mass” of

at  least  30  per  cent  women  representatives  in  parliament  so  that  legislation  and

government policy will take into account women’s interests and issues3. Some feminist

scholars have concluded there is little evidence that a critical mass of elected women

will  transform  the  political  process  and  instead  advise  the  importance  of  “critical

actors4’’.  These  are  representatives  who initiate  policy  proposals  on  their  own and

encourage others to promote policies for women. They may do so even when women

comprise a minority in parliament (and in some cases may even be men). Mansbridge

stresses  that  some  women  representatives  act  as  “surrogate”  representatives  for

females who live beyond the borders of their geographically defined constituencies, on

the basis of a shared gender identity. Far from requiring an increase in the presence of

women in parliament, this form of representation might work best in the context of

low numbers. To quote Mansbridge, “feelings of responsibility for constituents outside

one’s  district  grow  even  stronger  when  the  legislature  includes  few,  or

disproportionately few, representatives of the group in question5’’. A smaller body of

research  suggests  that  women  politicians  bring  a  distinct  approach  to  their

constituency work. Survey research shows they devote more time to casework helping

individuals with their problems6. Some scholars believe the constituency provides an

ideal environment for women representatives to “act for women in substantive terms.

Gender-conscious female legislators feel women constituents better identify with them

and access them in greater numbers than they would with a male representative7”.
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2 Like much of the rest of the world, electoral politics in Ireland is a highly masculine

realm. In total, only 91 women deputies have been elected since the foundation of the

State  in  19228.  The  state  currently  has  one  of  the  worst  parliamentary  gender

imbalances in the democratic world. Following the 2011 general election, women hold

25 seats out of 166 (15.1 per cent) in the 31st Dáil (Irish Parliament). Although low, this

is a record high for the number of women elected in an Irish general election. Progress

has  been  extremely  slow  in  improving  women’s  representation  in  recent  years.

Significant improvement was made between 1977 and 1992 where the percentage of

female representatives increased from 4 to 12 per cent. However, progress since then

has remained generally static, with only five more women elected in 2011 than had

been in the parliament in 1992. Ireland currently places 87th in the world rankings of

women in national parliaments and below the European (23 per cent) and global (20 per

cent)  averages9.  What  has  caused  the  electoral  underrepresentation  of  women  in

Ireland?

 

Barriers to Women’s Electoral Representation and the
2011 Irish General Election

3 The earliest study of female representation in Ireland attributed low levels of women’s

representation to the combined effect  of  cultural  forces and electoral  institutions10.

Since then, scholars have tended to emphasize either cultural factors or institutional

factors in their research. Numerous scholars have pointed to cultural or ideological

factors as the principal obstacles to the election of women11. The scholarship in this

area often focuses on the effects of discrimination and bias against female candidates

and office holders, as well as the socialization of women to adopt gender roles that

limit them to the private sphere12. Indeed, a substantial number of empirical studies

link women’s work outside of the home to higher levels of female representation and

participation13.  Feminist  scholars  have  argued  that  the  patriarchal  nature  of  Irish

society has historically minimized and marginalized women’s role in society, limiting

them to the private sphere of home life and excluding them from politics14. Indeed, the

domestic and maternal role of women is constitutionally guaranteed. Enacted in 1937,

and influenced by the highly dominant Roman Catholic Church, the Irish Constitution

draws no distinction between the  concepts  of  womanhood and motherhood,  fusing

them as one. Articles 41.2.1 and 41.2.2 state (as they still do today):

The State recognizes that, by her life within the home, woman gives to the State a
support without which the common good cannot be achieved.
The State shall, therefore, endeavour to ensure that mothers shall not be obliged by
economic necessity to engage in Labor to the neglect of their duties in the home.

4 Although cultural  factors  may help explain the historically  low numbers of  women

elected to the Dáil, they cannot explain why earlier increases in female representation

have  not  been  extended.  Irish  women  gained  the  franchise  comparatively  early,  a

factor normally associated with higher levels of women’s representation15. In addition,

the  number  of  women  in  the  Irish  workforce  and  the  number  of  married  women

working outside the home has risen substantially in recent years16.  Thus, one would

expect  more  women  embarking  on  political  careers  just  as  they  have  increasingly

entered other professions. In what was dubbed the “Celtic Tiger” Ireland experienced

phenomenal  rates  of  economic  growth  between  the  mid-1990s  and  early  2000s.
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Although given little recognition in academic and popular accounts of this period, the

increasing  numbers  of  married  women  in  the  workforce  no  doubt  contributed

significantly to this growth, so much so that O’Connell argues that the term Celtic Tiger

“had misconstrued the gender of  the animal17’’.  Capitalism required cheap Labor to

function and, often taking up part-time jobs to maintain a balance between the spheres

of work and care, Irish women provided it. 60 per cent of women were working outside

the  home  in  2007,  surpassing  the  European  average18.  In  this  light  it  is  somewhat

puzzling that the expansion of economic and social opportunities available to women

in Ireland has  not  led to  higher  levels  of  female  political  representation.  The slow

growth  in  women’s  representation  that  Ireland  has  experienced  over  the  last  two

decades cannot be explained by cultural factors alone.

5 Scholars  are  divided  as  to  whether  the  Irish  electorate  is  biased  against  women

candidates. Some contend that female candidates are subject to discrimination from

voters19.  However,  two recent studies found no evidence of gender bias in the Irish

electorate once variables such as partisan affiliation and previous political experience

are considered and controlled for20.

6 Increasingly, scholars have turned to institutional explanations for the lack of women’s

representation in numerous national parliaments. A number of institutional obstacles

have been identified inhibiting greater female representation. For example, scholars

have found that women candidates are at a disadvantage in political systems which

favor incumbent candidates over challenger candidates. Because most incumbents are

men,  female  candidates  are  unable  to  take  advantage  of  the  increased  name

recognition,  political  support,  and  resources  available  to  their  incumbent  male

opponents. Incumbency continues to be advantageous in the Irish political context and

thus a significant obstacle to increasing women’s representation21.

7 Research also suggests that the political status and representation of women is linked

to other institutional factors such as the electoral system and whether or not women

played a critical role in achieving democracy22. Fitzgerald, for instance, contends that

proportional  representation  by  single  transferable  vote  electoral  systems  (STV)

encourage candidates and elected representatives to focus excessively on local issues

and constituent service (rather than national issues and party platforms), which favors

the election of candidates from certain types of professions23. It is of little surprise that

Irish politicians have often come from occupational backgrounds in teaching or law, or

held even more localized jobs such as undertakers,  shopkeepers and publicans24.  As

well as facilitating economic independence and flexibility of time, such “brokerage”

occupations easily allow them to develop a strong local profile. This phenomenon too is

gendered.  Although a number of  women have worked in teaching and law prior to

entering politics, men have accounted for the majority of politicians who have come

from the local business sector. This suggests that women have had to use educational

achievements to gain additional credibility at the candidate selection stage in a way

that men have not.

8 Despite some concerns, the Irish STV system is generally viewed as more friendly to the

election of  women than a  first-past-the-post  or  majoritarian  election system25.  The

principal  benefit  of  STV  in  the  Irish  context  is  that  multimember  districts  allow

historically underrepresented minorities and non-incumbents (i.e. women) to win seats

that they would not be able to win in single-member district elections. This is especially

true  in  constituencies  where  popular  established  politicians  can  transfer  votes  to
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members of  the same political  party26.  Under STV, parties can spread their  vote to

maximize their number of seats27, enabling female challengers to win election despite

the fact that they did not receive as large a share of the first preference votes as male

incumbents. Thus, the threshold effect suggests that the larger the district magnitude,

the  more  likely  minority  candidates  (e.g.,  women,  independents,  members  of  small

parties) will be selected and win a seat28.

9 Of all the major Irish political parties in the 2011 Irish general election, Fine Gael most

closely  conformed  to  the  expectation  of  the  literature  on  gender  and  district

magnitude.  As  district  magnitude  increased,  the  percentage  of  female  candidates

increased significantly. Women comprised just 9 per cent of Fine Gael candidates in 3-

seat  constituencies,  but  15  per  cent  and 22  per  cent  of  candidates  in  4  and 5-seat

constituencies were women. Fianna Fáil’s selection of women candidates were more

evenly spread throughout the various constituency sizes, although they did make up a

slightly higher percentage of their candidates in 4 and 5-seat constituencies. Half of all

Labor women candidates stood for election in 4-seat constituencies, making up 31 per

cent  of  those  candidates.  Females  actually  comprised a  higher  percentage of  Labor

candidates in 3-seat (26 per cent) as opposed to 5-seat constituencies (20 per cent).

Green  Party  women  candidates  were  more  likely  to  contest  3-seat  constituencies.

Constituency size appears to have played a factor in Sinn Féin’s candidacy strategy with

women  making  up  a  considerably  lower  percentage  of  their  candidates  in  3-seat

constituencies (7 per cent) as opposed to 5-seat constituencies (36 per cent). Overall,

women accounted for 14 per cent of party candidates in constituencies with 3 seats, 19

per cent of those with 4 seats and 22 per cent of those with 5 seats. At least in terms of

candidates that competed in the 2011 Irish general election, it appears that parties are

more likely to field more female candidates in districts or constituencies where more

representatives are elected.

10 Some of the most recent research has gone beyond electoral system and increasingly

focused  on  the  institutional  process  of  getting  women  on  the  ballot.  Sanbonmatsu

emphasizes the role of the recruitment as a critical factor to expand the number of

female candidates and elected officials29. If women could be recruited at younger ages

to run for local office and sustain their political careers while they raise their families,

we would expect a growing percentage of successful female Dáil candidates30. National

party elites in Ireland have much less control over candidate selection than in other

Proportional Representation List systems. With some exceptions (as will be explored

below), candidates are usually selected at a constituency level by card-carrying party

members.  Historically,  local  connections  have  been  the  determining  factor  for

candidate success and party leaders have been constrained in promoting significant

numbers of female candidates by the need to recruit candidates who are, first-and-

foremost, attractive to voters31. Political experience, name recognition, and reputation

in the local area equate to electability, and these are the key attributes which local

selectors look for when selecting candidates.  Weeks found that in the 2007 general

election, party strategists dismissed both gender and age in determining who would be

successful  candidates  but  stressed  the  importance  of  electability32.  Would-be  Irish

deputies commonly first “cut their teeth” in local politics, allowing them to develop

support networks, gain name recognition, learn the rules of the political game, and

build up a relationship with constituents. Like national politics, however, local politics
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in Ireland is  still  dominated by men.  Just  17 per cent of  councillors  at  present are

female.

11 The candidate selection process is thus now seen as most crucial to improving gender

representation33.  The  norm  in  liberal  democracies  is  for  political  parties  to  act  as

“gatekeepers” in that they recruit election candidates (bar those that decide to run as

independents,  although Chapman argues that  independent candidates  often emerge

from partisan and/or farming or business  networks,  acting to further disadvantage

women34) and, according to Lovenduski, this ensures that party masculinity is mapped

onto  political  representation35.  Scholars  have  employed  a  model  of  “supply  and

demand” to  explain party  recruitment  of  candidates36.  Demand is  influenced by the

political  opportunity structure in a  given constituency,  such as  the number of  seat

vacancies as well as the selector’s own attitudes and their perceptions of the “type” of

candidates voters prefer. The demographic homogeneity of parliament may influence

the views of the selectorate. An inbuilt bias may exist towards running candidates who

most closely resemble the male party elite. Supply-side explanations, on the other hand,

suggest that the outcome reflects the supply of applicants wishing to pursue a career in

politics.  This  is  conditioned by the availability (or lack)  of  resources (such political

experience, time, funds and networks) and motivational factors (interest, confidence

and ambition). As a result, party leaders frequently say that they would love to have

run more women but “not enough came forward”.

12 Studies of political recruitment show the importance of active party membership as a

formal and/or informal requirement in enhancing the chances of an aspirant being

successful in the selection process37.  In systems of decentralized candidate selection

such as Ireland, longtime party members can develop a strong network of fellow party

activists, especially those from their own local branch, who will support them at the

convention  stage  and  mobilise  other  members  to  do  the  same.  Party  membership

figures can therefore provide some initial insights into the lack of women in electoral

politics. Contrary to what some believe women are present in the local echelons of Irish

political parties, although this does not nearly match their presence on party tickets:

women currently account for 42 per cent of the membership of Fine Gael, 37 per cent of

Labor, 34 per cent of Fianna Fáil and 25 per cent of Sinn Féin38. These figures illustrate

that aspiring women lack the local networks required to rise up from the membership

ranks to the ballot paper. The gender gap is particularly large for Fine Gael and Fianna

Fáil, who each ran 15 per cent female candidates in the 2011 election. Why is this so?

Research  shows  the  resources  required  to  successfully  nurture  a  political  base:

networks (as already mentioned), funds and time39. Given the persistent sexual division

of care in Irish society, women are less likely to possess these types of capital to the

same extent  as  men.  Mean hourly  earnings  for  Irish  male  employees  in  2009  were

€23.63 and €20.61 for females, representing an unadjusted gender pay gap of 12.8 per

cent40.  With less cash at their disposal to mount an election campaign (and perhaps

even an initial selection campaign), women may hesitate to seek a nomination to run in

the first place41. “Time poverty” might prove an additional barrier to women. Research

undertaken by the National Women’s Council of Ireland (NWCI) in 2009 revealed that

over the course of a week, Irish women spend a fifth of their day on average engaged in

care and domestic work, three times as much as men do42. Female party members may,

therefore,  have  less  time  to  devote  to  local  support-building  activities.  The  same

barriers hold true for potential independent women candidates.
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13 A further  analysis  should  scrutinize  the  selection  process  in  even more  detail.  For

example, anecdotal evidence suggests female aspirants do not receive as much support

at selection conventions from fellow women party members as one might expect. On

the basis of interviews carried out with women who contested and lost conventions for

the 2011 general election, McGing shows that female party activists, just like their male

counterparts, often rally their support behind their own local convention candidate,

regardless of gender43. Considering the importance of geography and local ties in the

Irish electoral process, this finding is hardly surprising. More often than not, this well-

networked convention candidate will tend to be male, perpetuating the masculine cycle

of the selection process.

14 Of the 566 candidates that stood in the 2011 election, a mere 86 (15.2 per cent) were

women. While numerically there were four more female candidates in 2011 compared

to 2007, the percentage of women candidates actually decreased by 2.2 per cent since

2007. In fact, despite the heightened attention paid to the gender imbalance in Irish

politics, the percentage of female candidates in 2011 was lower than in the previous

four general elections. 39 out of 43 constituencies had at least one woman candidate in

2011. Voters in four constituencies – Cork South-West, Kildare South, Limerick and

Roscommon-South Leitrim –  were  presented with an all-male  ballot  paper.  A  more

negative  picture  emerges  regarding  the  selection  of  women  candidates  when  one

considers the number of female candidates that ran for one of the five main political

parties.  Strikingly,  there were nine constituencies  (just  over  a  fifth of  the total)  in

which no women were selected to run at all for Fianna Fáil, Fine Gael, Labor, Sinn Féin

or the Greens.

15 Political  parties  varied  in  terms  of  the  percentage  of  female  candidates  that  were

selected to run in 2011, and only two parties saw an increase in the number of women

candidates since 2007. Despite running a notably larger number of candidates, Fine Gael

raised its number of woman candidates by only one. Labor, on the other hand, took

more of an advantage in its rising tide of popularity, with aspiring women benefiting

from the party running considerably more multiple candidate tickets than it had in the

past.  Fianna  Fáil  ran  less  candidates  in  this  election,  but  marginally  increased  its

percentage of  women candidates  overall.  Both Sinn Féin and the Greens  ran fewer

female candidates. Women made up a quarter of the candidates that ran for the various

political affiliations under the United Left Alliance (ULA) umbrella group. Under a tenth

of independent candidates were women.

16 Why were so few women selected to run in 2011? Was the imbalance due to a lack of

supply,  a  lack  of  demand,  or  the  interaction  of  both?  Despite  a  growing  body  of

literature on women and Irish politics, no large scale study has of yet examined the

selection process and its implications for gender representation. How many women go

forward to contest selection conventions? Are they as successful as men when they do?

This type of data is not easily available and is extremely time-consuming to collect. In

an attempt to piece the puzzle together, information on the 2011 convention process in

Fianna Fáil,  Fine Gael and Labor was gathered from various sources, including local

newspapers,  social  media  outlets  (Twitter  and  Facebook),  online  political  forums,

election  candidates,  political  representatives,  local  party  activists,  and  party

headquarters (HQ)44.

17 Of the 114 formally nominated to contest Fianna Fáil conventions, only 25 (22 per cent)

were women. According to a spokesperson at HQ, “a number of the women nominated
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would have been selected had they allowed their names to go forward45”. In many cases

the nominee declined to push for selection, often because only incumbents would be

running (in the end 65 per cent of Fianna Fáil candidates were incumbents) or because

they felt it was not in their best interests to run in this particular contest. As the senior

government party for three consecutive terms, polls in advance of the election showed

that Fianna Fáil was facing an electoral meltdown as a result of the economic collapse.

Consequently, the party played it “safe” and ran few new candidates. Of the women

who did contest for a nomination, just two were defeated at convention. These were

Cllr. Mary Hoade in Galway East and Sharon Keogan in Meath East (who subsequently

ran as an independent, but failed to win a seat). Both were mainly disadvantaged by

geographical considerations. In the end, women accounted for approximately 14 per

cent of aspirants that were put to Fianna Fáil members. 83 per cent were successful in

gaining a place on the ticket, just marginally less than men at 85 per cent.

18 Women accounted for approximately 18 per cent of all those that contested Fine Gael

selection  conventions.  58.5  per  cent  of  male  nominees  and  50  per  cent  of  female

nominees  were  successful,  suggesting a  slight  bias  amongst  the local  selectorate  in

favor of male candidates. A gender-related controversy arose as a result of the Fine

Gael  selections  in  Dun  Laoghaire.  The  incumbent  deputy,  Sean  Barrett,  once  again

contested a  nomination as  did  Councillors  John Bailey,  Marie  Baker,  Mary Mitchell

O’Connor and Barry Ward. While Barrett topped the poll, Ward and Mitchell O’Connor

came second and third respectively. However, a directive sent by party headquarters

was read out after the convention vote was taken, instructing members to select just

one male and one female candidate.  Mitchell  O’Connor was placed on the ticket  as

opposed  to  Ward.  According  to  media  reports,  a  number  of  Monkstown  Fine  Gael

branch members that had supported Ward felt “disenfranchised” and believed that the

selection process had been undemocratic. However, the Dublin director for Fine Gael,

Terry Murphy, denied this and stated that the decision had been reached as part of a

party commitment to increasing the number of women candidates46. This was the only

gender directive sent out by party HQ. By contrast, eight constituency organizations

were given geographical selection criteria by Fine Gael ahead of the convention vote,

illustrating the importance placed on spatial vote-management.

19 Of the 86 nominees that contested Labor Party conventions across the country, only 24

(28  per  cent)  were  female.  Strikingly,  no  women  were  nominated  to  contest  22

conventions (just  over half  of  the total  number),  while  no men were nominated to

contest  four.  Vast  numbers  of  rural  conventions,  areas  where  the  Labor  vote  is

traditionally much weaker, went uncontested by women. The sole Labor nominee in

two constituencies was a woman, Councillor Marie Moloney in Kerry South and Senator

Phil Prendergast in Tipperary South. Two women battled it out for a nomination in

Meath West and Sligo-North Leitrim. Councillor Jenny McHugh beat Councillor Tracy

McElhinney to run in Meath West. The process was more contentious in Sligo-North

Leitrim when Councillor Veronica Cawley, who was elected Mayor of Sligo in 2008, and

Susan O’Keffe, an investigative journalist and unsuccessful Labor candidate in the 2009

European elections, tied at the convention with 71 votes each. After a lengthy review of

both candidates, the Executive Council decided to put O’Keffe forward as the candidate,

angering a number of supporters in the Cawley camp47. Cawley subsequently ran as an

independent candidate. In the end, neither of the women won a seat in the election. On

the whole,  aspiring Labor women were considerably less  successful  at  the selection
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stage  than  their  male  counterparts.  47  men  and  16  women  were  selected  to  run,

representing success rates of 76 per cent and 67 per cent respectively.

20 Overall, the dearth of women candidates is largely explained by their absence at the

selection  stage.  This  suggests  that  supply-side  factors  are  important:  not  enough

women are putting themselves forward as potential candidates because they do not

possess the resources to do so. But these figures only tell half the story. As we have

seen, when women did contest conventions for Fianna Fáil, Fine Gael and Labor, they

were  statistically  less  likely  than  men to  be  selected.  Although further  research  is

required  to  tease  out  potentially  important  variables  (such  as  incumbency,  local

political experience, and so on),  our findings do suggest a slight bias amongst local

selectorates  in favour of  male candidates,  at  least  at  an aggregate level.  In turn,  if

women think they are less likely to attain a nomination, they might be hesitant to put

themselves forward.

21 It  is  more difficult  to examine the role of demand-side factors in inhibiting gender

representation.  For  instance,  if  an  electoral  opportunity  presents  itself,  are  parties

more likely to approach a man than a woman to run? Although party candidates are

usually selected at a local level, HQ in all parties hold the power to balance tickets by

adding further candidates and could therefore use this function to try and facilitate a

higher percentage of women. This provides one way to test for the level of demand for

female candidates. While the larger political parties did take advantage of this power

for their 2011 selections, rarely did they use it to achieve a better demographic balance

of  candidates,  in  terms  of  gender  or  otherwise,  with  geographical  considerations

usually the main reasoning behind their choice. Of the 28 candidates added by party

HQ, only five (18 per cent) of these were female. Fianna Fáil added a male and a female

candidate.  The  woman  was  Lisa  Chambers,  a  24  year old  first  time  candidate  and

Chairperson of the Castlebar Town Branch, who was selected as Deputy Dara Calleary’s

running mate in Mayo. Despite Fine Gael making 18 later additions, only two (11 per

cent) of these were women. These were sitting councillors Cáit Keane in Dublin South-

West, who ran alongside the sitting deputy Brian Hayes, and Hildegarde Naughton in

Galway  West,  who  ran  on  a  four  candidate  ticket.  Two  (25  per  cent)  of  the  eight

candidates selected later on by Labor were female. These were Mary Moran in Louth

and Lorraine Higgins in Galway East, both added as running mates to a sitting male

councillor.  Moran  had  never  before  stood  for  election  while  Higgins  had  run

unsuccessfully as an independent candidate in the 2009 local elections.

 

Shocking the System: The Proposed Gender Quota
Legislation

22 Lovenduski argues that there are three strategies available to actors (political parties

and governments) who wish to see an increase in the presence of women in political

assemblies – equality rhetoric, equality promotion, and equality guarantees.

23 Equality rhetoric is the public acceptance of women’s claims and examples can be found

in party manifestos and in the speeches and writings of political leaders. With elites

publicly acknowledging that the lack of women in decision-making is a problem that

needs to be addressed, “an equality discourse emerges that may increase the common

ground  for  action48”.  Although  equality  rhetoric  alone  falls  short  of  implementing

measures to redress the historic underrepresentation of women, it can make strategies
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for change seem possible. Equality promotion, on the other hand, is the introduction of

“soft” measures to bring more females into politics. Examples include setting targets

for  the  presence  of  women  in  future,  awareness  raising  campaigns,  supports  for

politically  aspiring  women  such  as  training,  mentoring  programs,  networks  and

financial  assistance,  funding  women’s  advocacy  groups  and  including  them  in

consultations, and governments signing international treaties on women’s equality. By

offering encouragement and attempting to break down some of the barriers they may

face,  promotion strategies  are  directed primarily  at  the supply of  potential  women

candidates.

24 Irish political parties have made use of both equality rhetoric and equality promotion

in the past, to varying degrees of success. It is not unusual for party leaders to make

reference to enhancing women’s political participation in important speeches or for

parties  to  include  sections  relating  to  this  in  their  manifestos.  For  example,  upon

taking over the leadership of Fianna Fáil in 2011, Micheál Martin asserted in his first

official  speech  that  the  party  was  open  to  more  women  and  young  members.  In

addition, all parties have set themselves targets for female candidates in the past, but

these are rarely met. If they are, it tends to be for weaker offices in local government.

They  are  less  inclined  to  introduce  gender  aspirations  for  selections  at  national

elections.

25 The 2009 local elections provide an illustrative example. In spite of hostility from local

branches,  the  central  Fianna  Fáil  authorities  took  a  leading  role  in  the  selection

process. Conventions were cancelled and aspirant candidates were instead interviewed.

Prior to selections, the party announced that it would interview more young people

and females around the country. Despite this, Fianna Fáil ended up running just 17 per

cent  women,  an  increase  of  just  2  per  cent  since  2004.  Labor  and  Sinn  Féin  both

proposed targets to run at least 30 per cent females candidates, while the Green Party

were  even  more  ambitious  with  a  40  per  cent  aspiration.  While  the  percentage  of

women selected by Labor (23 per cent) and Sinn Féin (23 per cent) did improve on their

2004 levels,  the proportion run by the Green Party (22 per  cent)  actually  declined.

Without sanctions for non-compliance,  there is  often little  initiative for local  party

organizations to meet targets. The Fine Gael Executive Council set a gender target for

town council selections in 2004 and continued it in 2009, but proposed no targets for

selections to the more powerful city and county councils. As far as possible, at least one

woman  candidate  was  selected  at  each  convention.  Research  by  Dinan  shows  this

measure was very successful in leading to higher rates of local female representation49.

26 Recognizing that political parties are the main gatekeepers to women’s representation,

equality guarantees focus on the demand for female candidates. Electoral gender quotas

are an example of such a measure and ensure that a certain percentage of women are

nominated to run or are elected. Quotas are often regarded as a “fast track” strategy

for  political  gender  balance,  as  opposed  to  an  “incremental  track”  strategy  which

perceives  that  equal  representation  should  be  allowed  to  run  its  natural  course50.

Although controversial  for  reasons  that  will  be  explored below,  over  100  countries

worldwide have introduced some form of gender quota.

27 In  December  2011,  the  Irish  Minister  for  the Environment,  Community  and  Local

Government,  Mr.  Phil  Hogan T.D.,  proposed  new legislation  whereby  Irish  political

parties  will  have  to  implement  a  gender  quota  or  else  face  financial  penalty.  The

legislation  specifies  that  at  least  30  per  cent  of  a  party’s  list  of  general  election
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candidates must be women. If not, funding parties receive from the state under the

Electoral Act 1997 will be halved. The quota will apply only to general elections and it is

proposed that the threshold will rise to 40 per cent after seven years. The legislation is

intended as  a  modest  step  towards  gender  parity  in  Irish  politics.  If  implemented,

Ireland will be the seventh country in the European Union with a legislative gender

quota51. It is due to come into effect at the next general election. Although it has been

welcomed by groups and individuals advocating greater gender equality in political

decision-making,  a  number  have  argued  that  the  quota  should  also  be  applied  for

elections to other political assemblies, especially for local elections. The minister has so

far ruled this out due to the fact given that the state funding parties receive is based on

the share of the vote they obtain at the previous general election. However, Minister

Hogan has stated that he hopes all parties will replicate the model on a voluntary basis

in the 2014 local elections. As has been argued, the scarcity of women representatives

in  local  government  prevents  the  development  of  a  pipeline  of  potential  female

candidates for the Dáil, thus making a strong case for the use of positive discrimination

measures to be extended to the local level.

28 Opponents  of  the  quota  undermine  the  meritocratic  principles  of  the  candidate

selection process. Fears have mounted that women candidates will be selected only on

the basis of sex and not on ability. Meritocracy is, however, a highly gendered concept.

The selection process  favors  well-networked individuals,  usually  with local  political

experience and a history of party activism. As we have illustrated, men are more likely

to possess these qualities than women. A gender quota will cut through the status quo

and ensure that party organizations must actively seek out women candidates. But we

would argue that it is just one of a number of steps that must be taken for gender

equality,  particularly  to  ensure  that  a  diverse  range of  women are  able  to  become

active in party politics. In order for women to organically develop a local platform from

which  to  seek  a  political  career,  they  must  be  facilitated  to  become  active  party

members and to take up leadership positions in the organization. The current lack of

women in influential constituency and branch positions may pose further obstacles to

achieving gender balance in Irish electoral politics.  Research by Galligan revealed a

persistent bias in favor of traditional gender roles in internal party structures52. Across

parties,  women  account  for  a  higher  percentage  of  those  in  supportive  roles

(secretaries and treasurers) than in leadership positions (chairs and vice-chairs). Two

positive  effects  might  emerge  from  an  increase  in  the  number  of  females  in  local

leadership roles. Firstly, women will  be more visible to the organization, enhancing

their stature as “viable” candidates. Secondly, considering the important role chairs

and vice-chairs play in targeting new candidates, women in these positions might be

more inclined to use their own networks to find and encourage other women to run.

This proposition is illustrated by Canadian research. Tremblay and Pelletier show that

more  female  constituency  Canadian party  presidents  led  to  measures  to  encourage

women candidates,  especially in centre and centre-right parties53.  In a similar vein,

Cheng and Tavits argue that women candidates are more likely to be nominated in

ridings where the local party president is female54. Both studies show the importance of

informal factors in influencing women’s participation in electoral politics. This is of

particular  importance  in  decentralized  selection  systems  like  Ireland.  In  this  light,

recruitment drives for new women members, affirmative action for key internal party

positions and a candidate gender quota, alongside civic education programs, training,
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mentoring and funding for new candidates, and better childcare facilities, should all be

introduced to promote gender balance in political participation in Ireland.

29 This article has highlighted the challenges that women face in becoming candidates

and  elected  representatives  in  Ireland.  Given  their  historic  and  contemporary

underrepresentation, the use of a quota mechanism has been advocated to increase the

number  of  women  who  appear  on  the  ballot.  The impending  legislation  being

considered in Ireland replicates a much larger effort seen in many states to implement

institutional  mechanisms  aimed at  increasing  women’s  representation55.  Continuing

problems  with  women  being  nominated  to  run  for  major  parties  in  Irish  general

elections warrants this attempt to redress the historic imbalance. For the first time,

parties will be obliged to actively seek out and recruit female candidates. If they feel

that  there  is  a  space  for  them,  a  candidate  quota  may also  increase  the  supply  of

women willing to run. As such, affirmative action targets both the supply and demand

of women candidates. Some maintain that quotas undermine the role of democracy in

the selection process and that women will be nominated on the basis of sex and not

ability.  But  politics  is  not  a  level  playing pitch.  As we have seen,  those with name

recognition, networks, time and funds are advantaged from the outset. A quota will

address this, but must be used in conjunction with a host of other measures to fully

facilitate women’s political participation.

30 Although  this  article  has  gone  one  step  further  into  understanding  the  candidate

selection process from a feminist perspective, much more work is required in this area.

Selection conventions should be examined in better detail to discern why women are

less likely than men to come through the process successfully. To this end, research

should focus on women and men who sought and failed to win a nomination to run for

a particular party. Of those in the electoral pipeline, these are the individuals who will

best  know  the  barriers  that  aspirant  candidates  face.  Their  views  are  crucial  to  a

broader understanding of the complex relationship between gender and localism in

political party recruitment.
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ABSTRACTS

This  article  reviews  the  historic  and  contemporary  challenges  to  women’s  electoral

representation in Ireland. After summarizing the cultural and institutional obstacles to greater

female representation, this article analyzes candidate selection, especially in relation to the 2011

Irish  General  Election,  a  process  that  appears  to  be  the  significant  hurdle  preventing  more

women from attaining elected office. It also discusses the proposed legislation that uses quotas to

ensure  the  major  political  parties  in  Ireland nominate  initially  at  least  30  per  cent  of  their

candidates to be women.  It  is  hoped that  this  measure will  redress the historic  and chronic

underrepresentation of women in Irish electoral politics.

Dans cet article, les auteurs reconsidèrent les défis auxquels les femmes candidates à la

représentation électorale ont fait et font encore face en Irlande. Après avoir résumé les obstacles

culturels  et  institutionnels  qui  s’opposent  à  une plus  grande représentation des  femmes,  cet

article analyse le processus de sélection des candidats notamment lors des élections législatives

irlandaises de 2011. Ce processus semble être un obstacle visiblement considérable à l’élection de

davantage de femmes. Cet article s’interroge aussi sur la législation qui propose d’imposer des

quotas afin de garantir la nomination d'au moins 30 % de femmes au sein des partis politiques

principaux  d'Irlande.  Cette  mesure  devrait  parvenir  à  résoudre  le  problème  de  la  sous-

représentation des femmes dans les élections irlandaises.
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